# NEO Office Chairs

**Mesh Back**

**Simple Synchro**
- Use for a variety of general office task seating, including private office and conference seating
- Available in 12 colorful mesh colors

**Full Synchro**
- Use for a variety of general office task seating, including private office and conference seating
- Available in 12 colorful mesh colors

**Weight Balanced Synchro**
- Use for a variety of general office task seating, including private office and conference seating
- Available in 12 colorful mesh colors

**Features**
- Pneumatic seat height adjustment
- Tilting tension control
- Back and seat tilt in 3:1 ratio
- Upright position tilt lock
- Seat slider standard
- Adjustable lumbar standard
- Molded seat foams

**Dimensions**
- Seat: 17.5-20.0" H x 17.5-22.0" W
- Seat depth: 25.5" D
- Base: 21.0" D
- Weight: 36.0 lb

**Arm Options**
- Height Adjustable Pivot/Slide Arm
  - Model: M3
  - Price: $75

**Caster Options**
- Hard Floor Casters
  - Model: H20
  - Price: $35

**Base Options**
- Nylon Base - Gray
  - Model: BAG
  - Price: $65

**Plastic and Mesh Colors**
- Available in 12 colors

**Packaging Notes**
- Available in assembled or back-assembled carton
- Carton weight: 30 lbs
CREATING NEO MODEL NUMBER

- Task, stool, conference and collaborative seating
- Simple, clean design lines
- Adjustable lumbar and seat slider standard
- Choose among 13 colorful mesh colors
- Pull handle for easy mobility in collaborative spaces
- Choice of two plastic colors—white and graphite gray
- Warranted to 300 lbs.

MESH BACK STOOLS

GSA SIN # 711-18

• Task, stool, conference and collaborative seating
• Simple, clean design lines
• Adjustable lumbar and seat slider standard
• Choose among 13 colorful mesh colors
• Pull handle for easy mobility in collaborative spaces
• Choice of two plastic colors—white and graphite gray
• Warranted to 300 lbs.

MODEL | CONTROL | DESCRIPTION | MESH | ARM | FABRIC/LEATHER
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
3166 | P1 | 10" STOOL SIMPLE SYNCHRO | L4 | A46G/W | MESH BACK STOOLS

Like for work surfaces up to 42 inches

- Warranted to 300 lbs.
- Choice of two plastic colors—white and graphite gray
- Adjustable lumbar and seat slider standard
- Standard back and seat tilt in 3:1 ratio
- Molded foam seat
- Molded back frame
- Height adj. 307 diameter footings

MODEL | CONTROL | DESCRIPTION | MESH | ARM | FABRIC/LEATHER
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
3166 | P1 | 8" STOOL SIMPLE SYNCHRO | L4 | A46G/W | MESH BACK STOOLS

Like for work surfaces up to 36 inches

- Warranted to 300 lbs.
- Choice of two plastic colors—white and graphite gray
- Adjustable lumbar and seat slider standard
- Standard back and seat tilt in 3:1 ratio
- Molded foam seat
- Molded back frame
- Height adj. 307 diameter footings

FEATURES

- Pneumatic seat height adjustment
- Tilt tension control
- Back and seat tilt in 3:1 ratio
- Uplight position tilt lock
- Seat slider standard
- Adjustable lumbar standard
- Molded back frame
- Height adj. 307 diameter footings

DIMENSIONS

- SEAT HEIGHT: 26.0
- DEPTH: 26.0
- WEIGHT: 43.5-53.5
- SEAT WIDTH: 20.0
- SEAT DEPTH: 17.5-20.0
- BACK HEIGHT: 18.0
- BACK HEIGHT: 21.0
- NCHGT: 45.0-5.0

PACKAGING NOTES

- BASE NUMBER
- WHITE
- BASE
- BASE
- BASE

PLASTIC AND MESH COLORS

- GRAPHITE WHITE
- MESH BACK
- WHITE
- WHITE
- WHITE

BASE OPTIONS

- BA46G $75
- BA46W $75

CASTER OPTIONS

- E6 STD
- C6 STD
- C7 $35

ARM OPTIONS

- A36 $105
- A37 $125
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